Maplewood Bandwagon Rental
Information
BLACKOUT DATES (DOES NOT INCLUDE RICHMOND HEIGHTS EVENTS)






Christmas Tree Walk, held annually on the first Friday of December.
Taste of Maplewood, held annually on the third Saturday of May.
Let Them Eat Art, held annually on second Friday of July.
Art Outside, Memorial Day Weekend.
Series Events: MCBF Summer Concert Series, held annually once a
month on the 4th Wednesday of May through September.

BANDWAGON RENTAL RATES
$500 for the first 4 hours if the event is less than 10 miles from Maplewood
and is $55 per hour for each hour over 4 hours including setup and take down.
If the event is more than 10 miles from Maplewood, the charge is $650 for the
first 4 hours and $65 for each additional hour. If stage extensions are
requested the rental rate increases $100.00 ($600 for less than 10 miles and
$750 for more than 10 miles). One City of Maplewood employee remains on
site at all times during the rental.
For strategic partners of
Maplewood such as the
Mid County Chamber
Commerce and the City of
Richmond Heights, the
charge for the rental of
the bandwagon will be the
cost of the City of
Maplewood employee to
attend which would be
$50 per hour. One City of
Maplewood employee
remains on site during the rental period

BANDWAGON SPECIFICATIONS



28 ft. long enclosed stage body
28 ft. fold‐down stage deck with skid resistant surface pattern, leveling
legs, 125lb. live load capacity, hydraulic operation







18 in. deep steel channel mainframe
Leveling jacks
Frame mounted level gauges
Rugged, all‐weather FRP sound shell enclosure
Stage canopy extends beyond main stage for maximum protection,
hydraulic operation with secondary safety locks.




Self‐contained 12VDC hydraulic system with remote operation pendant
Curb‐side frame‐mounted locking compartments for hydraulic and
electrical systems



(2) diamond plate steel stairs with enclosed risers and hand rails
Highway lighting




package with DOT marker and signal lights
AC electric system with power cable, breaker panel, receptacles, and
(2) rows of dual tube fluorescent stage lighting



Neutral medium gray stage deck color to reduce heat build‐up from the
sun



Neutral medium gray stage interior for reduced glare and enhanced
neutral appearance









Hydraulic Hitch Jack
Decorative Stage Skirt, 60 ft. (Main Stage)
12 in. Alum. Equipment Loading Ramp
Spare Tire
Handicapped ADA Lift
Hydraulic Leveling/Support System
4 ft. x 8 ft. Ext. Sections, (Qty.4)

